
art of the job of noise
consultantS is to improve
understandilig.ofnoise
and acoustics and
debunk some of the
myths thaf lead to !:Jad
judg~ments ahe:! future
land-use conflictS. All

too often we see the consequences wnen
decision-makers get it wrong and, like those
in environmental health departments, we
often end up at the sharp end, trying to resolve
the problems. My company, MAS,al$0 train.S
EHPs in how things are being d~ "!rong -
for example, misapplication of World Health
Organization guidelines.

Over the years, I've assisted in creating
training tools. exercises, posters and software
to assist in improving technical and practical
knowledge. [ hold a diploma in acoustics and
have a professional background as a web
designer and sound engineer. But I have often
found myself frustrated at the lack of usability
of acoustics software.

About 15years ago, my father, Mike
Stigwood, asked me to make him a website for
his environmental health consultancy. Ever
since then, I have been teaching myself how to
develop for the web.

In 2006, I created a basic noise source
calculator using JavaScript. Then, in 2008,
I turned to Adobe Flash to create an interactive
noise data graph that acted as an audio-visual
method of sharing recorded data online. They
have both been used as aids for decision-
makers and the courts.

Recently, we launched free browser-enabled
software that can model sound levels to help
map noise. The tool requires no download,
works on any platform, and fully meets the
requirements of 1509613, the official standard
used to calculate outdoor sound levels. It is
designed to encourage testing and analysis
of calculations and to provide a beaer
understanding of how sound modelling works.

We hope that the tool will help EHPs to test
the accuracy of noise impaGt assessments·and
the value of noise mitigation measures, and to
expose some of the limitations of modelling.

Free software ISavatlable for EHPs
to map nOise on their computers.
DuncanStigwood explains what
it does and how It was developed

spent a lot of time trying to improve
the tool's user experience S0 that it is
as simple and intuitive as possible. The
modelling page is easily applicable in
everyaay situations and a new user
enly needs te understand the bare
minimum to get started. The objects
shown on screen are designed to be

easily disabled and re-enabled - for example,
by clicking any object, you can disable it and
instantly see the effect on.the freEjuency bands
at receiver points or the 0vel'all"le:velsen the
noise mall.

The tool is designed to be used net just as a
calculator but alS0 for learning. For eX'ample,
I created an object Galled a ray receiver, whicili



browsers follow on pes and Macs,_models are
generated. on me users' €omputers and the
calculations are processed wQenlleeoed. Users
are.free to~e any clianges they;lj;ke and see
the>results rnstantly. Each change is'logged
as a new page, so the user ean Undo a change
with the back Dutton or save it by-creating a
new booRmark.

Models ean'Qe easily created Oy local
authority EHOs, by architects, by.members
of the pubJie-affeeted by noise; or OJ aCoiJstic
experts who w!;>!;!Ic;!otherwise ndtJ:lave access
to expensive !lQi~_mapping software ..Their
data can easily be shared \\lith others w.bo can
analyse and eJqland on the models.

To keeping waitfr!g 1;jIp.esro:;;;!linimwp;
calculations run ifl the ba€kgroJ.ll1Q
progressively so that.you are qui!1l<lygiv~n a
rough result for the sound levetmap, which

draws lines from all sources in a way that
illustrates which sound paths contribute to
the decibel level at that point This can include
up to two levels of reflections and verti<>al
diffraction. These rays canJ~e dr9-wn as waves
with wavelengtj1s shown to-scale;·helpiJ::!g·to:..
illustrate standing waves aug why sereensmay
be too small to reduce noise.

r wanted it to be possible for complex
models to b!,!passed on using just a website~i"i<
address and to be viewed by anyone forfj:ee on
desktop computers and tablets (it also works
OF! mobile ~hones but is not currently availaol!,!
as aF!<!J2P ),_

Usingweb standartls that-all modern

attenpation iri suclJ. a situation w
FeRresented in rpemodeluntil ilie ebserver
has moveo o~hind the SCFeen.

rm hoping-me tOQIwill be as.usefuL~t.he
previous tools that make up the m0st PQpular
Rages on our website.rf-there is popular
'pemand for it, Iwill take the project further,

other. features such as line sources
roatls bas~@.on other standards, ground

topography and 3D views.
Although w~ cannot afford to provide

~free tecliriicaI sgpPOrt, we are very keen to
near feedback rr.om users including bugs,
iinprovemems and ideas for new features. E
'Youc:an acce5sthe tool by visiting
masenv.co.ukldbmap.A video tutorial
c:anbefcnmdatmaseuv.co.ukltools


